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Taylor Harding(16-4-1997)
 
i am a young girl with a passion to write poems from the heart. Every poem i
have written has something to do with me and my life. I grew up in a semi-
happy family.I went to school at Mulyan Public School, where i was teased
everyday.... I moved to Canberra at the age of 10, where i found myself
attending Torrens Primary School for year 6 where i made many friends... i went
to Melrose high school for the first three years where i made many more friends.
i moved to back tocowra at the end of year nine where iwas reunited with my old
friends and where i made new friend....
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The Life Without You
 
As i look into the past,
I see how it went so fast.
I watch how we grew up,
growing apart.
 
As i look into the past,
And see you slip past.
through my fingers,
and now i linger.
 
As i look into the past,
i try to think of that life without you.
But i cant,
your in my heart.
a life with out you,
would be aworld without a moon.......
 
Taylor Harding
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The Window
 
I look out the window and what do i see,
except for a better version of me.
she did the right,
where i did the wrong.
where she spoke her mind,
and i just hid behind.
i cry through my pain,
when she holds her head high.
 
i look out the window and what do i see,
except for me,
just sitting there being who i wanted to be.
as i sit here looking out the window.
watching the better version of me.
i cry out loud.
just wishing to be that person outside my window
 
Taylor Harding
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What Are Feelings?
 
What are feelings?
They are apart of life
Someday they will bring you a wife
but how do you control them
Could you change them?
no you can't
you really can't
it's all a lie
you really have to sigh
Fellings are true
And so are you
Follow them
And you will be happy
MAYBE! ! ! ! ! !
 
Taylor Harding
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What Life Means To Me
 
Life to me
I try to see
What good will come
But some
Get all hapiness
Some get all sadness
me its different
My life isn't
Worth living
 
Taylor Harding
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